The ARRL Foundation is proud to present the winners of the scholarship awards for the 2012-2013 academic year. The value of the 74 scholarship awards for 2012 totals more than $82,200. These scholarship winners join the 2012 Goldfarb Scholarship winner, Jill Niemeier, ACØMX. The Board of Directors offers its heartiest congratulations to each of these bright young hams who represent the future of Amateur Radio. The application period for the 2013 Scholarship awards opens October 1, 2012.
Zachary Feinberg, KC2RSS
Scholarship of the Morris County Radio Club of New Jersey

William Freeman, NNNJ
Norman E. Strohmeier, W2VRS, Memorial Scholarship

Forrest Gasdia, AB1LG
Dr. James L. Lawson Memorial Scholarship

Tinsley Griffin, K4HAY
Gwinnett Amateur Radio Society Scholarship

David Hall, KC2WNP
Irving W. Cook, WAIQG, Scholarship

Joshua Hallfrisch, KD8KRM
KZTEO Martin J. Green, Sr. Memorial Scholarship

Mark Hamby, KC8VFF
New England F.E.M.A.R.A. Scholarship

Logan Harbin, KI4RIN
Outdoor Hams Scholarship

Jason Harris, KJ4WAX
L. Phil and Alice J. Wicker Scholarship

Christopher Hastreiter, ABSZB
Six Meter Club of Chicago Scholarship

Robert Hoops, W3EGI
Earl I. Anderson Scholarship

Jordan Hoover, KC9PXK
Chicago FM Club Scholarship

Nina Jones, KF5CSC
Magnolia DX Association Scholarship

William Lian Kelly, KD0HDF
Bill, W2ONV, and Ann Salerno Memorial Scholarship

Erin King, AK4JG
Henry Broughton, K2AE, Memorial Scholarship

Ashley Krebs, KF5BFR
Jackson County Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

Sherman Lam, K6PJH
L. B. Cebik, W4RNL, and Jean Cebik, N4TZP, Memorial Scholarship

Tyler Lehman, KC9FKE
David Knaus Memorial Scholarship

Dillon Lisk, KJ4PFR
Henry Broughton, K2AE, Memorial Scholarship

Jonathan Mayo, AB3FX
Dayton Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

Carey McCachern, NSRM
Tom and Judith Comstock Scholarship

Samantha Nield, KF7CNG
ARRL General Fund Scholarship

Kjerstie Olson, KB7NG
ARRL General Fund Scholarship

Austin Phelps, AJ4QG
IRARC Memorial, Joseph P. Rubino, W4MMD, Memorial Scholarship

William Probst, KJ4RSM
Dayton Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

Lauren Rice, KC2LR
Dayton Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

Alyssa Rios, K8EEK
L. B. Cebik, W4RNL, and Jean Cebik, N4TZP, Memorial Scholarship

Nathan McFerrin, KJ4FDV
Charles Clarke Cordie Memorial Scholarship
Weston Scow, KE7GEN
Carole J. Streeter, KB9JBR
Scholarship

Emily Stewart, KCØPTL
Paul and Helen L. Grauer Scholarship

Robert Weiss, KF7QNN
Mary Lou Brown Scholarship

Michael Wertz, KE7FXF
Central Arizona DX Association Scholarship

Lindsay Westerfield, KDSUVR
Louisiana Memorial Scholarship

Colleen Widmaier, KI4YVP
Gary Wagner, K3OMI, Scholarship

Matthew Williams, W1MAT
Yankee Clipper Contest Club Youth Scholarship

Andrew Young, KB8JAB
Thomas Porter, W8KYZ, Scholarship Honoring Michael Daugherty, W8LSE